Clippings

News
Scottish council fund seeks legal advice on tobacco investment Pensions Age
Young people need wake-up call on cost of retirement Pensions Age
Stories and games key to financial literacy Pensions Age
Weekly Crime Round-Up The West Londoner – ran this weekly & embedded map
Student cleared of exam fraud… because no money was involved The West Londoner
New band Ruse of Fools have a Happy Song or two… Beatwolf
Artsweek: what happened? Hillingdon & Uxbridge Times
Help is at paw for Uxbridge Pets Corner Hillingdon & Uxbridge Times - photos too
All work, no play The Aucklander – New Zealand’s city newspaper

Features
Invest for the best Pensions Age – ethical investing
Neonfly: Don’t be afraid to stand and face the masses Beatwolf – exclusive
I finally watched: Gone with the Wind New Empress – modern review
Behind the Scenes – Brit Movie Tours Movie Ramblings
Play On: Drink to the pleasures of a classical 60th birthday Hillingdon & Uxbridge Times
Hillingdon Music Service: Waiting for the beat Hillingdon & Uxbridge Times

Reviews & Opinion
Mixed coverage on auto-enrolment in national press Pensions Age
Why I nearly gave up on journalism WannabeHacks
Waiting for Stand-Up Comics, not Godot Aleekwrites
Get back into the rhythm of things… Pete and the Pirates in London Beatwolf

Blogging & Social Media
Coin Phrases! To help arty and dreamy professionals do their best work since Apr 2013 - 2 subscribers
300+ followers: connect on LinkedIn, follow me on Twitter, like me on Facebook
Aleekwrites Personal blog since Jan 2010 – 40 subscribers

Copywriting & PR
Press releases Fringe in the Fen, Ferrier Pearce
Amanda Leek wanted to have her say… Manpower, recruitment newsletter

Proofreading & Editing
Pensions Age & European Pensions magazines
The West Londoner CMS – proofreading, editing and managing team’s work

Video
How dangerous are London’s foxes? (NCTJ) Independent concept to final production.

Poetry
My own worst enemy Forget what you heard about Spoken Word open mike
Poetic Impression Forget what you heard about Spoken Word open mike

Fashion illustration Aleekwrites – illustration
Teachers Slammed: Leek delivers blistering verdict… The Spoof – satire